
Partner with Healthcare industry experts to navigate 
current and future regulatory compliance issues. 

Stay ahead of the dynamic 
needs of healthcare compliance 
and increasing penalties.

$59B
total FCA recoveries 

since 1986

That’s how Gallagher helps protect your business from 
the evolving requirements in regulatory liability. 

To learn more about how Gallagher’s Healthcare Practice can protect your business, visit: 

www.ajg.com/healthcare

Rigorous regulatory investigations 
are on the rise. Can your business 
afford costly fines and penalties? 
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Gallagher’s comprehensive CORE360™ effectively  
manages your risk management program.

CORE360™ is our unique, comprehensive 
approach of evaluating your risk management 
program that leverages our analytical tools and 
diverse resources for customized, maximum 
impact on six cost drivers of your total cost of risk.

We consult with you to understand all of your 
actual and potential costs, and the strategic 
options to reallocate these costs with smart, 
actionable insights. This will empower you to 
know, to control and to minimize your total cost 
of risk and improve your profitability.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Evaluate how the individual pieces of your program 
work together, as well as how you balance your 
risk appetite against your loss experience to help 
minimize overlap and overpayment based on your 
unique needs. 

COVERAGE GAPS
Identify potential costs from any gaps in existing policies, 
such as sublimits, removable exclusions and extensions 
of coverage to mitigate your risk of E&O liability.

UNINSURED & UNINSURABLE LOSSES
Identify potential or actual costs of any risks you 
knowingly or unknowingly leave uninsured or are 
uninsurable through our vast network of experts 
who can provide actionable advice and develop 
creative solutions.

LOSS PREVENTION & CLAIMS
Dedicated teams examine your participation in a loss, 
and how you minimize costs through appropriate loss 
prevention programs and claims management.

$2B
in FCA healthcare 
recoveries for 9th 

straight year

$11,181–$21,916
FCA per claim civil penalties

71% 
are qui tam actions

Gallagher’s Healthcare Practice 
team delivers:

Regulatory Expertise
Custom solutions to mitigate your level 
of risk of healthcare fraud and abuse.

Industry Insight
Understanding of healthcare industry-
specific needs and implementation of a 
strategic risk program for your business.

MedSecure
Gallagher’s proprietary MedSecure 
program addresses regulatory 
indemnity defense and penalties with 
no coinsurance.

Cyber+
Gallagher’s proprietary Cyber+ program 
adds regulatory liability coverage to cyber 
insurance for medical groups and small to 
medium healthcare organizations.

http://www.ajg.com/healthcare

